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Abstract. The focus of this article is to present the projected finite element method
for solving systems of reaction-diffusion equations on evolving closed spheroidal sur-
faces with applications to pattern formation. The advantages of the projected finite
element method are that it is easy to implement and that it provides a conforming fi-
nite element discretization which is “logically” rectangular. Furthermore, the surface
is not approximated but described exactly through the projection. The surface evo-
lution law is incorporated into the projection operator resulting in a time-dependent
operator. The time-dependent projection operator is composed of the radial projection
with a Lipschitz continuous mapping. The projection operator is used to generate the
surface mesh whose connectivity remains constant during the evolution of the surface.
To illustrate the methodology several numerical experiments are exhibited for differ-
ent surface evolution laws such as uniform isotropic (linear, logistic and exponential),
anisotropic, and concentration-driven. This numerical methodology allows us to study
new reaction-kinetics that only give rise to patterning in the presence of surface evolu-
tion such as the activator-activator and short-range inhibition; long-range activation.
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1 Introduction

Currently, there is a surge in modelling parabolic partial differential equations on evolv-
ing arbitrary complex surfaces [1, 8, 9, 12–14, 24, 25] partly due to the advances in tech-
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niques for obtaining 3-dimensional datasets in experimental sciences [19]. Typical exam-
ples include molecular analysis of the fungus rice blast in plant biology [5], biochemical
and biomechanical analysis of cell migration in cell motility [2, 35] and pattern forma-
tion in developmental biology [20, 23, 30]. In most cases, molecular species resident on
the cell-surface are observed to react and diffuse and in doing so, induce surface evo-
lution. Mathematical modelling of such processes results in highly nonlinear systems
of reaction-diffusions equations posed on time-dependent closed (and sometimes open)
surfaces or manifolds. The theory of reaction-diffusion is well-studied on stationary pla-
nar domains but not so much is known of the models on evolving planar domains and
surfaces. Due to the nature of the nonlinearities, closed form solutions are not read-
ily available. Furthermore, including surface evolution adds extra complexities to the
model system in that non-autonomous systems of parabolic partial differential equa-
tions are obtained which render redundant standard theoretical analytical techniques
such as the linear stability theory for analysing the model dynamics close to the bifur-
cation points [17, 27]. Hence it is critical to develop new numerical methodologies and
techniques for solving, robustly and efficiently, systems of non-autonomous nonlinear
parabolic partial differential equations on complex evolving surfaces.

To-date, there has been an increase in the development of numerical methods for
approximating solutions of partial differential equations posed on evolving surfaces. Ex-
amples include (but are not limited to) the method of lines [4], evolving surface finite
element methods on triangulated surfaces [1, 8, 9, 12, 13], implicit finite element meth-
ods using level set descriptions of the surfaces [11, 12, 33, 37], diffuse interface methods
of which phase-fields are an example [3, 6, 14], particle methods using level set descrip-
tions of the surface [7, 16, 18, 22] and closest-point methods [24, 25]. In all these methods
the continuous surface is approximated by a discrete surface thereby committing a geo-
metrical error. A key issue is how the surface description is encoded into the numerical
method. For the evolving surface finite elements, the surface is approximated by a tri-
angulated surface. The geometrical description of the surface is encoded through the
knowledge of the vertices of the triangulation. A geometrical error is committed in car-
rying out the surface triangulation [13]. On the other hand, numerical methods based on
implicit surfaces require the knowledge of the level set function that defines the surface
geometry [13]. A key difference between these methods and the projected finite element
method (PFEM) is that the latter does not commit geometric errors since the surface is
not approximated but described exactly through the projection. The surface evolution is
embedded into the projection operator.

The PFEM proposed in this article is inspired by the radially projected finite ele-
ment method which was used to compute approximate numerical solutions for partial
differential equations on stationary spheroidal surfaces such as spheres, ellipsoids, and
tori [31, 38, 39]. The PFEM gives a geometrically exact discretization of spheroidal sur-
faces (the geometry is not approximated, but represented exactly) and is attractive for
numerical simulations since the resulting finite element discretization is conforming and
is “logically rectangular.” The PFEM is easy to implement and incorporate into existing
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finite element codes.

The structure of our article is as follows. Reaction-diffusion systems defined on arbi-
trary evolving spheroidal surfaces are formulated in Section 2. In this section we present
appropriate notation and surface transport theorems to be used throughout the paper.
For the interested reader, we present a brief derivation of the model equations on evolv-
ing surfaces. In Section 2.1 we present details of the projection operator and its general-
isation to evolving surfaces. Within this section, we detail how the projection operator
is exploited to generate the surface mesh and how surface evolution is embedded in the
operator. A few examples are given to support the theoretical framework. For illus-
trative purposes, three nonlinear reactions are considered: the activator-depleted sub-
strate model [15,34,36], the Gierer-Meinhardt model [15] and the non-standard activator-
activator model [27]. The latter only gives rise to patterning in the presence of surface evo-
lution. The main methodological derivation of the projected finite element method ap-
plied to evolving surfaces is presented in Section 3 and demonstrates how the method is
used to generate the surface mesh triangulation describing the continuous surface. To il-
lustrate the effectiveness, robustness and applicability of the projected finite elements, we
perform several examples with uniform isotropic, anisotropic and concentration-driven
surface evolution laws for the three nonlinear reaction kinetics outlined above. For each
case we demonstrate how the surface evolution is embedded into the projection operator.
For example, we show how patterns form when a sphere evolves continuously into either
an ellipsoidal or dumbbell surface. This aspect is new and is presented for the first time
in this article. Within this section we also point out the effects of surface evolution to the
theory of pattern formation. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude and discuss our findings
and lay down foundations for future research.

2 Models on evolving surfaces

In this paper, we consider reaction-diffusion systems defined on evolving surfaces. Let
S(t) be an evolving two-dimensional closed surface embedded in R

3 with a unit outward
normal n. Let U(t) be any subset of R

3 containing S(t). For any function u(x) defined on
U(t),

u(x) :U(t)→R ,

we define its tangential derivative on S(t) as

∇S(t)u=∇u−(∇u·n)n,

where x·y denotes the regular dot product for any x and y in R
3, and ∇ denotes the

regular gradient in R
3. The tangential gradient is the projection of the regular gradient

onto the tangent plane, thus

∇S(t)u·n=0.
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The Laplace-Beltrami operator on the surface S(t) is defined to be the tangential diver-
gence of the tangential gradient

∆S(t)u=∇S(t) ·∇S(t)u,

where the tangential divergence for the vector valued function u=(u1,u2,u3) is defined
as

∇S(t) ·u=∇·u−
3

∑
i=1

(

∇ui ·n
)

ni.

Suppose S(t) has a boundary ∂S whose unit outer normal tangential to S is denoted by
µ (known as the co-normal), and let q=(q1,q2,q3) be a vector field in R

3 (not necessarily
tangent to the surface). Then the divergence theorem on the surface S(t) is given as
follows

∫

S(t)
∇S(t) ·q=

∫

∂S(t)
q·µ+

∫

S(t)
q ·n(∇S(t) ·n). (2.1)

For an arbitrary scalar function v, if we take the vector field q tangential to the surface
S(t), namely q =∇S(t)u, then we obtain the following Green’s formula on the surface
S(t)

∫

S(t)
∇S(t)u·∇S(t)v=

∫

∂S(t)
v∇S(t)u·µ−

∫

S(t)
v∆S(t)u.

Since we consider closed surfaces with no boundary, the surface boundary integral van-
ishes, and the Green’s formula becomes:

∫

S(t)
v∆S(t)u=−

∫

S(t)
∇S(t)u·∇S(t)v. (2.2)

Let x∈S(t) be the coordinates on the evolving surface S(t). Clearly the position x is a
function of time and let β denotes the material velocity defined as dx

dt =β. We denote the
material derivative of u(x,t) by u̇ and define it as

u̇=
∂u

∂t
+β·∇S(t)u. (2.3)

By integrating the surface integral over the evolving surface S(t), we get the following
Leibniz formula

d

dt

∫

S(t)
u=

∫

S(t)
u̇+u∇S(t) ·β. (2.4)

The proof of (2.4) can be found in [13].

Let u(x,t) =
(

u1(x,t),u2(x,t),··· ,um(x,t)
)T

be a vector of real valued functions rep-
resenting chemical concentrations. Suppose that these chemical concentrations diffuse
and react on the surface of S(t). We assume that interactions between chemical species
only take place through the nonlinear reaction kinetics identified by the vector function
F(u)= ( f1, f2,··· , fm)T. For each chemical concentration we have the mass conservation
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law which states that for any arbitrary portion, Γ(t), of the surface S(t), the rate of change
in the chemical concentration equals to the sum of outward flux through the boundary
and the net reaction rate. In mathematical notation, for all Γ(t)⊂S(t)

d

dt

∫

Γ(t)
u=

∫

∂Γ(t)
q·ν+

∫

Γ(t)
F(u), (2.5)

where ν is the unit outward normal to ∂Γ(t). We assume that the flux is a tangential
vector to the surface, thus we take flux to be q=D∇Γ(t)u, where D=diag(d1,d2,··· ,dm)
is the diffusion tensor and di is the diffusion constant for the chemical concentration ui.
Using Leibniz formula (2.4) we get

∫

Γ(t)
u̇+u∇Γ(t) ·β=

∫

∂Γ(t)
D∇Γ(t)u·ν+

∫

Γ(t)
F(u). (2.6)

Applying the divergence formula given in (2.1), we replace the boundary surface integral
with

∫

∂Γ(t)
D∇Γ(t)u·ν=

∫

Γ(t)
∇Γ(t) ·D∇Γ(t)u−

∫

Γ(t)
D∇Γ(t)u·n(∇Γ(t) ·n). (2.7)

Noting that D∇Γ(t)u·n=0, the last integral in (2.7) vanishes and Eq. (2.6) becomes

∫

Γ(t)
u̇+u∇Γ(t) ·β=

∫

Γ(t)
D∆Γ(t)u+

∫

Γ(t)
F(u). (2.8)

Since (2.8) holds for every Γ(t), we get the following system of reaction-diffusion equa-
tions defined on the evolving surface S(t)

u̇+u∇S(t) ·β−D∆S(t)u=F(u). (2.9)

No boundary conditions are required for the system (2.9) since the surface S(t) is closed.
Initial conditions are prescribed as a positive bounded vector function u(x(0),0)=u0(x).
The surface evolution adds two terms to the reaction-diffusion system: β·∇S(t)u (hidden
in the material derivative (2.3)) and u∇S(t) ·β. The advection term β ·∇S(t)u represents
the movement of the chemical species u with material velocity β, and the dilution (con-
centration) term u∇S(t) ·β, which represents dilution (or concentration) of the chemical
species due to the increase (or decrease) of the surface volume.

2.1 Surface evolution

First, we introduce the projection operator, P , on closed stationary surfaces which was
introduced in [39] for the case of projected finite elements. Next, we describe how this
projection can be generalized to take into account surface evolution. The surface evolu-
tion law is incorporated into the projection operator, which gives rise to a time-dependent
projection operator.

The projection operator, P , is constructed by composing the radial projection PR with
a Lipschitz continuous mapping T . First, let us define the radial projection [31].
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Definition 2.1. (Radial projection) Let B denote a box with side length 2l, and let Sr be a
sphere with radius r. We denote the radial projection from B onto Sr by PR and is defined
by

PR(x)=
r‖x‖∞

l‖x‖2
x. (2.10)

Remark 2.1. The radial projection PR and its inverse P−1
R are Lipschitz continuous [31,38].

Next, we define the projection operator which we use in the projected finite element
method.

Definition 2.2. (Projection operator) Let T be a Lipschitz continuous mapping from the
sphere Sr with radius r, to the surface S , whose inverse T −1 : S →Sr is also Lipschitz
continuous. Namely, there exist generic constants c and C such that

‖T (x1)−T (x2)‖≤ c‖x1−x2‖, (2.11)

‖T −1(y1)−T −1(y2)‖≤C‖y1−y2‖, (2.12)

where x1,x2∈Sr and y1,y2∈S . The projection operator P(x) is defined by composing the
radial projection PR with the Lipschitz continuous mapping T . That is, P : B→S is

P(x)=(T ◦PR)(x).

Remark 2.2. Note that the projection operator P and its inverse P−1 are also Lipschitz
continuous, since they are constructed by composing Lipschitz continuous mappings.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate an example where a stationary surface, S , is constructed using
the projection operator

P=(T ◦PR)(x) with T (x1,x2,x3)=(x1+x2
3,x2,x3).

To study the numerical approximations of reaction-diffusion systems on evolving sur-
faces, we incorporate the surface evolution into the projection operator P , which yields
a time-dependent projection operator.

−1
−0.5

0
0.5

1

−1
−0.5

0
0.5

1
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

xy

z

(a) B (b) Sr (c) S

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the projection operator P on stationary surfaces. PR : B →Sr and
T :Sr →S . By definition, P(x)=(T ◦PR)(x), hence P : B→S . (Color version online).
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Definition 2.3. (Time-dependent projection operator) Let S(t) denote an evolving sur-
face. Let T (x,t) be a Lipschitz continuous mapping for all t > 0. T (x,t) is a mapping
from the sphere Sr with radius r, to the surface S(t), whose inverse T −1 :S→Sr is also
Lipschitz continuous for all t> 0. The surface evolution is determined by the following
time-dependent projection operator P

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t).

Hence P : B →S(t). Note that the radial projection PR(x) does not depend explicitly
on time, and the mapping T (x,t) is time-dependent. The inverse of time-dependent
projector operator is defined as

P−1(x,t)=(T ◦PR)
−1(x,t).

Note that, since the projected operator is composed of two Lipschitz continuous map-
pings, the time-dependent projection operator P(x,t) as well as its inverse P−1(x,t) are
Lipschitz continuous.

Remark 2.3. The quality of the mesh generated by the Lipschitz continuous mappings
P(x) have been studied in [31,39]. Since for any fixed time the time-dependent projection
operators P(x,t) and P−1(x,t) are Lipschitz continuous, the meshes generated by these
projectors are also shape regular. But, clearly the quality of the mesh depends on the
Lipschitz constant of the operator P(x,t) (for details see [39]).

Remark 2.4. In all the examples illustrated in this article, we model the time-dependent
projection operator T from hypothetically defined growth functions that are experimen-
tally plausible. In practice, such an operator could be derived from experimental obser-
vations through data-fitting.

In the following examples, we demonstrate that isotropic, anisotropic and
concentration-driven evolution of closed surfaces can be defined by the time-dependent
projection operator P(x,t).

Example 1: Isotropic evolution of the unit sphere

Since the radial projection PR projects the cube B onto the sphere, we take r= 1, l = 1 in
(2.10) and take the time-dependent mapping T (x,t) as

T (x1,x2,x3,t)=ρ(t)(x1,x2,x3),

where ρ(t) is the following logistic growth function

ρ(t)=
Kegrt

(K−1)+egrt
. (2.13)
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(a) t=0 (b) t=10 (c) t=50

Figure 2: Isotropic growth of the unit sphere. The growth is given by the time-dependent projection operator
P(x,t) as given in Example 1. The growth function ρ(t) is a logistic function defined in (2.13). The final size
of the radius is K=1.5 and the growth rate is gr =0.1. (Color version online).

Here K is the final size of the radius and gr is the growth rate. The uniform isotropic
evolution of the unit sphere, S(t), is determined by the following projector operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t). (2.14)

Fig. 2 shows the uniform isotropic growth of the unit sphere determined by the time-
dependent projection operator P(x,t) given in (2.14).

Let S0 be the initial surface at time t = 0, that is S(0) = S0, and let x0 ∈ S0 be the
position vector at time t=0. Then the uniform isotropic evolution of the surface given by
the time-dependent projection operator (2.14) is equivalent to the following

x(t)=ρ(t)x0,

where x(t) is the position vector at time t and x(t)∈S(t). It is clear that for t=0, S(0)=
P(x(0),0)=P(x0) and S(t)=P(x,t).

Next, we consider anisotropic evolution of the surface. Implementation of the time-
dependent projection operator on the anisotropic surface evolution is described by the
following example.

Example 2: Anisotropic evolution of the dumbbell

Using the time-dependent projection operator, we can define surfaces which exhibit
anisotropic evolution. As an example, we present an anisotropic evolution of the dumb-
bell which is defined by the following time-dependent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t),

where
T (x1,x2,x3,t)=(x1,d(x1,t)x2,d(x1,t)x3)

with

d(x1,t)=

√

1−0.85
(

1−(ρ(t)x1)
2
)

.
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(a) t=0 (b) t=5

(c) t=10 (d) t=20

(e) t=50 (f) t=100

Figure 3: Anisotropic evolution of the dumbbell. The evolution law is encoded into the time-dependent projection
operator P(x,t) (not drawn to scale). (Color version online).

Here, as before, ρ(t) is the growth function (e.g. linear, exponential, logistic). In Fig. 3 the
linear form is chosen, thus ρ(t)=1+κt with κ=0.1.

2.2 Reaction kinetics

To show the robustness and applicability of the projected finite element method for solv-
ing systems of reaction-diffusion equations on evolving surfaces, we present the imple-
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mentation of the methodology to three different reaction kinetics given by the activator-
depleted substrate [15,34,36], the Gierer-Meinhardt [15] and activator-activator [27] models.
Below, we describe each model briefly.

2.2.1 Activator-depleted substrate reaction kinetics

This is one of the prototype reaction kinetics system. Let u=(u1,u2) be a vector of two
chemical species. Then the system of reaction-diffusion equations with activator-depleted
substrate reaction kinetics on an evolving surface S(t) is given in non-dimensional form
[32] by







u̇1+u1∇S(t) ·β−∆S(t)u1=γ(a−u1+u2
1u2),

u̇2+u2∇S(t) ·β−d∆S(t)u2=γ(b−u2
1u2),

(2.15)

where a, b and γ are positive parameters. The biological interpretation of the model is
that u1 and u2 are supplied at constant rates a and b respectively. The negative term
−u1 indicates that u1 is degraded linearly, the positive nonlinear term represents the
activation of u1 and the negative nonlinear term represents the consumption of u2. In all
our simulations, we fix a=0.1 and b=0.9 and vary d and γ where appropriate.

2.2.2 Gierer-Meinhardt reaction kinetics

This is a phenomenological reaction kinetics of the activator-inhibitor form introduced by
Gierer-Meinhardt [15] in 1972 and has been widely studied since. In non-dimensional
form it can be stated as











u̇1+u1∇S(t) ·β−∆S(t)u1=γ

(

a−bu1+
u2

1

u2(1+Kgu2
1)

)

,

u̇2+u2∇S(t) ·β−d∆S(t)u2=γ
(

u2
1−u2

)

,

(2.16)

where u1 is the activator and u2 is the inhibitor. The production of the activator u1 is

given by the term
u2

1

u2(1+Kgu2
1)

which saturates to 1
Kgu2

for large u1. The second equation

suggests that the inhibitor u2 is activated by u1, but it also inhibits the production of the

activator since
u2

1

u2(1+Kgu2
1)

decreases as u2 increases. In all our simulations, we fix a=0.1,

b=1 and Kg=0.5 and vary d and γ where appropriate.

2.2.3 Activator-activator reaction kinetics

In this section we consider a model that violates the cross and/or pure kinetic condi-
tions necessary for the formation of spatial structure on stationary surfaces. These ki-
netics can give rise to pattern formation only in the presence of surface evolution and
were first introduced by Madzvamuse [27] for the case of evolving domains. In non-
dimensional form, the system of reaction-diffusion equations on evolving surfaces with
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activator-activator kinetics takes the form






u̇1+u1∇S(t) ·β−∆S(t)u1=γ
(

δ(u1−1)+(u2−1)+2δ(u2−1)3
)

,

u̇2+u2∇S(t) ·β−d∆S(t)u2=γ
(

−(u1−1)+(u2−1)+(u2−1)2−(u2−1)3
)

,
(2.17)

where δ is a positive parameter. In all our simulations, we fix δ=0.001 and vary d and γ
appropriately.

3 Projected finite element method on evolving surfaces

We apply the projected finite element method to the following generalised reaction-
diffusion equation defined on closed evolving surfaces. For i=1,··· ,m,

u̇i+ui∇S(t) ·β=di∆S(t)ui+ fi(u). (3.1)

3.1 Weak formulation

To get the weak formulation of (3.1), we first multiply by ω∈H1(S(t)) and then integrate
over the surface S(t). Using (2.2) we obtain

∫

S(t)
u̇iω+uiω∇S(t) ·β+

∫

S(t)
di∇S(t)ui ·∇S(t)ω=

∫

S(t)
fi(u)ω.

The material derivative of the product of two functions is given by ˙(uiω) = u̇iω+uiω̇.
Thus we can write

∫

S(t)

˙(uiω)+uiω∇S(t) ·β−
∫

S(t)
uiω̇+

∫

S(t)
di∇S(t)ui ·∇S(t)ω=

∫

S(t)
fi(u)ω.

Using the Leibniz formula (2.4), we obtain the following weak formulation: Find ui ∈
H1(S(t)) such that

d

dt

∫

S(t)
uiω−

∫

S(t)
uiω̇+

∫

S(t)
di∇S(t)ui ·∇S(t)ω=

∫

S(t)
fi(u)ω, (3.2)

for all ω∈H1(S(t)), i=1,2, ··· ,m.

3.2 Spatial discretization

To approximate the solutions of the weak formulation (3.2), we construct the finite dimen-
sional subspace X(t) of H1(S(t)) using the time-dependent projection operator P(x,t).
Let K be a planar triangle on the surface of the cube, then the finite element space
X(t)⊂H1(S(t)) is defined as

X(t)={ωh:ωh=ω̂◦P−1(x,t), ω̂ is a continuous linear polynomial on B and ω̂|K is linear}.
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The projection operator is used to generate the mesh on S(t) as follows. Let K={Kj}
n
j=1

be a shape regular triangulation of the surface of the cube B. Then the triangulation
T ={Tj}

n
j=1 of the surface S(t) generated by T =P(K) is also shape regular [39].

Let the moving nodal basis functions of X(t) be denoted by {ϕj(x(t))}n
j=1. For the

surface triangle T which is constructed by T =P(K), where K is the planar triangle on
the surface of the cube B, let {ηj}

3
j=1 be the nodes of the surface triangle T. Let ϕj for

j = 1,2,3 be the basis functions for that surface triangle T, we then define the moving
basis functions as

ϕj(x(t))= ϕ̂j(x)◦P−1(x,t), j=1,2,3, (3.3)

where ϕ̂j(x), j=1,2,3, are the linear basis functions for the corresponding planar triangle
K. We show that the moving nodal basis functions defined in (3.3) satisfy the following
transport property. A similar proof for the transport property of moving basis functions
is given in [10].

Proposition 3.1. On S(t),
ϕ̇j=0 for j=1,2,··· ,n

and for any u=∑
n
j=1γ(t)ϕj we have u̇=∑

n
j=1 γ̇(t)ϕj.

Proof. For j = 1,2,3 let ϕj(x(t)) be the basis functions for the surface triangle T, and let
ϕ̂j(x), j=1,2,3, be the linear basis functions for the corresponding planar triangle K (i.e.
T=P(K)). Then by definition (3.3) we have

ϕj(x(t))◦P(x,t)= ϕ̂j(x), j=1,2,3. (3.4)

Taking the material derivative of both sides of (3.4) leads to ϕ̇j = 0 since the material
derivative of ϕ̂j(x) is zero [10].

We now introduce the discrete weak formulation: Find ũi∈X(t) such that

d

dt

∫

S(t)
ũiωh−

∫

S(t)
ũiω̇h+

∫

S(t)
di∇S(t)ũi ·∇S(t)ωh=

∫

S(t)
fi(ũ)ωh , ∀ωh∈X(t). (3.5)

Since ũi∈X(t) and {ϕj}
n
j=1 is the basis for X(t), there exists αi ={α1

i ,α2
i ,··· ,αn

i } such that

ũi(x,t)=
n

∑
j=1

α
j
i(t)ϕj(x(t)).

Taking ωh = ϕk for k= 1,2,··· ,n in (3.5) and using the transport property of the moving
nodal basis functions, we obtain

d

dt

∫

S(t)

(

n

∑
j=1

α
j
i ϕj

)

ϕk+
∫

S(t)
di

(

n

∑
j=1

α
j
i∇S(t)ϕj

)

·∇S(t)ϕk=
∫

S(t)
fi(ũ)ϕk. (3.6)
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We rewrite (3.6) in the following compact form

d

dt

(

M(t)αi(t)
)

+di A(t)αi(t)=F i(t), (3.7)

where M(t) is the evolving mass matrix with components

M(t)j,k =
∫

S(t)
ϕj ϕk,

A(t) is the evolving stiffness matrix

A(t)j,k =
∫

S(t)
∇S(t)ϕj ·∇S(t)ϕk,

and F i(t) is the right hand side vector

(F i)j,k =
∫

S(t)
fi(ũi)ϕk.

3.3 Time discretization

Let Tm be the final time of interest, τ denotes the time step and let J be a fixed nonnegative
integer, then

τ=Tm/J and tk = kτ, with k=0,1,2,··· , J.

We represent the approximate solution at time tk by ũk
i = ũi(·,tk). We denote by Sk=S(tk)

the evolving surface at time tk and by ∂̄ the finite difference operator.
We use the first order time-stepping scheme, and approximate the time-derivative by

backward Euler method. Thus

∂̄ũk
i =

ũk+1
i −ũk

i

τ
. (3.8)

Suppose ũ0
i ∈X(0), and using (3.8) for the time-derivative, then the discrete weak formu-

lation (3.5) becomes

1

τ

∫

S k+1
ũk+1

i ωk+1
h −

1

τ

∫

S k
ũk

i ωk
h+
∫

S k+1
di∇S k+1ũk+1

i ·∇S k+1ωk+1
h =

∫

S k+1
fi(ũ

k+1)ωk+1
h .

Rewriting the terms, we get
∫

S k+1
ũk+1

i ωk+1
h +τ

∫

S k+1
di∇S k+1ũk+1

i ·∇S k+1ωk+1
h −τ

∫

S k+1
fi(ũ

k+1)ωk+1
h =

∫

S k
ũk

i ωk
h (3.9)

for i=1,2,··· ,m.

3.4 Numerical treatment of the different reaction kinetics

To handle the nonlinear terms in reaction kinetics, we use a modified backward Euler
introduced in [26]. The first order modified backward Euler method treats the diffusion,
growth and linear reaction terms implicitly and nonlinear reaction terms semi-implicitly.
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3.4.1 Activator-depleted substrate reaction kinetics

We now focus on approximating solutions of the system of reaction-diffusion equations
with activator-depleted substrate reaction kinetics on evolving surfaces using the projected
finite elements. We treat the time-derivative by first order backward Euler difference
equation given in (3.8). Assuming that the surface evolves slowly, the nonlinear term
u2

1u2 in the reaction kinetics (2.15) is linearized as ũk+1
1 ũk

1ũk
2 where ũk

1 is the approximation
at time tk. This is a semi-implicit linearization [26]. Applying the first order modified
backward Euler method to the system of reaction-diffusion equations (3.9) we have

(1+γτ)
∫

S k+1
ũk+1

1 ωk+1
h +τ

∫

S k+1
∇S k+1ũk+1

1 ·∇S k+1ωk+1
h −γτ

∫

S k+1
ũk

1ũk
2ũk+1

1 ωk+1
h

=γτ
∫

S k
aωk

h+
∫

S k
ũk

1ωk
h, (3.10)

∫

S k+1
ũk+1

2 νk+1
h +dτ

∫

S k+1
∇S k+1ũk+1

2 ·∇S k+1νk+1
h −γτ

∫

S k+1
(ũk+1

1 )2ũk+1
2 νk+1

h

=γτ
∫

S k
bνk

h+
∫

S k
ũk

2νk
h. (3.11)

In the following matrix notation, the evolving mass matrix at time tk+1 is denoted as
Mk+1 = M(tk+1). Similar notations suffice for the other evolving matrices such as the
stiffness matrix. We can then write (3.10) and (3.11) in compact matrix-vector form as











(

(1+γτ)Mk+1+τAk+1−γτMSk+1
1

)

αk+1
1 =γτFk

1 +Mkαk
1,

(

Mk+1+dτAk+1−γτMSk+1
2

)

αk+1
2 =γτFk

2 +Mkαk
2,

(3.12)

where
(

MSk+1
1

)

i,j
=
∫

S k+1
ũk

1ũk
2ϕk+1

i ϕk+1
j ,

(

MSk+1
2

)

i,j
=
∫

S k+1
(ũk+1

1 )2ϕk+1
i ϕk+1

j

and
(

Fk
1

)

j
=
∫

S k
aϕk

j ,
(

Fk
2

)

j
=
∫

S k
bϕk

j ,

with ϕk
i = ϕi(·,tk), and αk

i is the vector of nodal values of the approximation to ũk
i .

3.4.2 Gierer-Meinhardt reaction kinetics

After linearizing the nonlinear terms using the first order modified backward Euler
method, the fully discrete scheme with Gierer-Meinhardt reaction kinetics is given in
the following matrix form







(

(1+γbτ)Mk+1+τAk+1−γτMGk+1
1

)

αk+1
1 =γτFk

1 +Mkαk
1,

(

(1+γτ)Mk+1+dτAk+1
)

αk+1
2 =γτFGk

1+Mkαk
2,

(3.13)
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where

(

MGk+1
1

)

i,j
=
∫

S k+1

ũk
1

ũk
2(1+Kg(ũk

1)
2)

ϕk+1
i ϕk+1

j , and
(

FGk+1
1

)

j
=
∫

S k+1
(ũk+1

1 )2ϕk+1
j .

3.4.3 Activator-activator reaction kinetics

After linearizing the nonlinear terms using the first order modified backward Euler meth-
ods, the fully discrete scheme for the activator-activator reaction kinetics is given in the
following matrix form







(

(1−γτ)Mk+1+τAk+1
)

αk+1
1 =γτFAk+1

1 +Mkαk
1,

(

(1−γτ)Mk+1+dτAk+1−γτMAk+1
1 +γτMAk+1

2

)

αk+1
2 =γτFAk+1

2 +Mkαk
2,

where

(

MAk+1
1

)

i,j
=
∫

S k+1
(ũk

2−1)ϕk+1
i ϕk+1

j ,
(

MAk+1
2

)

i,j
=
∫

S k+1
(ũk

2−1)2 ϕk+1
i ϕk+1

j ,

and

(

FAk+1
1

)

j
=
∫

S k+1

(

(ũk
2−1)+2δ(ũk

2−1)3−δ
)

ϕk+1
j ,

(

FAk+1
2

)

j
=
∫

S k+1

(

(ũk
2−1)2−(ũk

2−1)−ũk+1
1

)

ϕk+1
j .

4 Numerical simulations on evolving surfaces

In this section we present several examples to demonstrate the applicability and gen-
erality of the numerical methodology. We consider uniform isotropic, anisotropic and
concentration-driven surface evolution laws and different reaction kinetics. The initial
conditions in all the experiments with reaction kinetics (2.15)-(2.17) are taken to be small
random perturbations around their respective uniform steady states. We also highlight
the effects of surface evolution, geometry and curvature to pattern formation. In partic-
ular, the activator-activator reaction kinetics can only give rise to patterns in the presence
of surface evolution [27]. These do not satisfy the cross/pure conditions on stationary
surfaces. Patterns are therefore induced by surface growth. We reiterate again that this is
a non-standard Turing mechanism that gives rise to patterns only during surface evolu-
tion.

4.1 Uniform isotropic growth and decay: linear, exponential and logistic

For the first set of examples, we consider uniform isotropic evolution of the surface.
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Numerical example 1: Logistic-growth of the unit sphere with Gierer-Meinhardt kinetics

Let us take the initial surface, S0, to be the unit sphere and the evolution function ρ(t) to
be of the logistic form previously defined as

ρ(t)=
Kegrt

(K−1)+egrt
with K=1.5 and gr =0.1.

Since K= 1.5, the unit sphere is evolving to a sphere with final radius equal to 1.5. We
approximate solutions of the reaction-diffusion system with Gierer-Meinhardt kinetics
(2.16) on an evolving (expanding) sphere with growth rate gr . The evolution of the unit
sphere is determined by the following time-dependent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x,t)=ρ(t)x.

The model parameters values are set as d = 84.1573 and γ = 238.16 which are taken
from [29], with time step equal to τ = 0.005. The patterns arising from surface evolu-
tion with Gierer-Meinhardt kinetics are shown in Fig. 4. Since the patterns for chemical
concentrations u1 and u2 show symmetry, we only plot the patterns for the chemical con-
centration u1. We observe the formation of spots and circular patterns as the surface
continues to evolve.

Numerical example 2: Linear contracting sphere with activator-depleted reaction kinetics

In the second example, we consider surface contraction instead of surface expansion. The
initial surface S0 is the unit sphere which is contracting to a sphere with radius 0.7. The
decay is determined by the following time-dependent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x,t)=ρ(t)x, with ρ(t)=1−gr t,

The sphere is contracting at rate gr =0.01, which is a slower rate compared to the rate in
Numerical example 1. The final time is set to be 30, hence the final radius is 1−0.01×30=
0.7. We approximate the solutions of the reaction-diffusion system with activator-depleted
reactions (2.15). The patterns arising from a contracting sphere are plotted in Fig. 5.

The model parameter values for this experiment are set to d=10 and γ=29. The time
step is equal to τ= 0.003. The final pattern on the sphere with radius equal to 0.4 is the
same as the pattern forming in activator-depleted reaction kinetics on the unit sphere when
γ=10 (see [39]). Hence, this experiment demonstrates that contracting the surface can be
thought as decreasing the values of γ without surface evolution. From the random initial
conditions, we observe the formation of spots and these evolve into stripe patterns which
further evolve into spots as the surface continues to evolve. It is clear that less and less
patterns are forming as the surface continues to contract, in contrast to the formation of
more patterns when the surface is expanding.
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.7

(c) t=1 (d) t=10

(e) t=30 (f) t=50

Figure 4: Numerical example 1: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.16) on an evolving sphere.
These correspond to the u1 chemical concentration at specific time levels. (Color version online).

Numerical example 3: Exponential growth of heart-shape surface with activator-depleted kinetics

Let S(t) be an evolving heart-shape surface, whose evolution is determined by the fol-
lowing time-dependent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x1,x2,x3)=ρ(t)(x1+x2
3,x2,x3), with ρ(t)= egr t.
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.3 (c) t=0.6

(d) t=3 (e) t=6 (f) t=9

(g) t=15 (h) t=21 (i) t=30

Figure 5: Numerical example 2: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) on a contracting unit
sphere. The figures correspond to the u1 chemical concentration at specific time levels. (Color version online).

Note that the initial surface S0 is a heart-shape surface which is constructed by setting
t= 0 in the time-dependent projection operator, thus P(x,0). The model parameters for
this experiment are chosen as d=10 and γ=29. The growth rate is set to gr=0.04 and the
time step is equal to τ=0.002. We approximate solutions of the reaction-diffusion system
with activator-depleted kinetics (2.15) on an evolving heart-shape surface. Fig. 6 shows the
evolution of patterns with spots evolving into stripes and these into spot patterns as the
surface continues to evolve.

Numerical example 4: Exponential evolution of a sphere with activator-activator reaction kinetics

In this example, we approximate the solutions of the reaction-diffusion system with
activator-activator reaction kinetics (2.17) on an evolving sphere. The evolution of the
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.5

(c) t=1 (d) t=10

(e) t=15 (f) t=20

Figure 6: Numerical example 3: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) on a evolving heart-
shape surface. These correspond to the u1 chemical concentration at specific time levels. (Color version
online).

unit sphere is governed by the following projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x,t)=ρ(t)x.

We consider exponential growth and set ρ(t)=egr t with gr=0.02. The parameters for this
experiment are set as d=0.0009, δ=0.001, and γ=1. The parameters are taken from [27].
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(a) t=0 (b) t=1

(c) t=5 (d) t=10

(e) t=12 (f) t=15

Figure 7: Numerical example 4: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system with activator-activator
kinetics (2.17) on an evolving sphere. These correspond to the u1 chemical concentration at specific time levels.
(Color version online).

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of patterns during exponential growth with spots forming
from random small perturbations around the critical point (1,1) obtained on a stationary
sphere. It must be observed that the activator-activator model does not possess stable
spatially inhomogeneous solutions on stationary surfaces, but that patterns (transient)
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form only during growth development [27]. It is an open problem if the activator-activator
kinetics can give rise to stable spatially inhomogeneous solutions when domain growth is
switched off. The patterns exhibited during growth development are constantly evolving
and this is an inherent property of pattern formation during growth development (see
[29] for further numerical results on growing domains in 2D).

4.2 Anisotropic growth

Numerical example 5: Anisotropic evolution of a sphere into an ellipsoid

In this example, the unit sphere is evolving into an ellipsoid. The anisotropic evolution
of the initial surface S0 is governed by the following time-dependent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x1,x2,x3,t)=(x1,x2,x3+grt).

The final time is set to Tm = 50 and the growth rate is gr = 0.02, so that the final surface

S(Tm) is an ellipsoid whose equation is x2
1+x2

2+
2x2

3
3 = 1. The solution of the reaction-

diffusion system on an evolving surface with activator-depleted reaction kinetics is approx-
imated using projected finite element method. The parameters are d=10 and γ=200. The
approximate solutions at time t=0, 1, 10, 20, 30, 50 are shown in Fig. 8. Here we observe
the continuous formation of spots as the surface continues to evolve.

Numerical example 6: An anisotropic evolution of the dumbbell

The anisotropic growth of the dumbbell is determined by the following time-dependent
projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), (4.1)

where
T (x1,x2,x3,t)=(ρ(t)x1,d(x1,t)ρ(t)x2,d(x1,t)ρ(t)x3),

with

d(x1,t)=

√

1−0.85
(

1−(ρ(t)x1)
2
)

, and ρ(t)=1+gr t.

The solutions of the reaction-diffusion system with activator-depleted reaction kinetics
(2.15) on an evolving surface whose growth is determined by the time-dependent pro-
jection operator (4.1) is approximated by the projected finite element method (3.11). The
parameters are set as gr=0.01, d=10 and γ=60. The approximate solutions are presented
in Fig. 9. We observe some interesting dynamics of the evolution of patterns; stripes and
spots forming which are geometrically influenced.

Numerical example 7: Surface evolution driven by chemical concentrations

In this example, we present the effectiveness of the projected finite element method in
handling the evolution of the surface which depends on the solution of the reaction-
diffusion system. Let the initial surface S0 be the unit sphere. The evolution law of the
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(a) t=0

a
(b) t=1

(c) t=10 (d) t=20

(e) t=30 (f) t=50

Figure 8: Numerical example 5: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) on an anisotropic
growth of the unit sphere, sphere is evolving into an ellipsoid. These correspond to the u1 chemical concentration
at specific time levels. (Color version online).

sphere is driven by the chemical concentration u1(x,t) in the normal direction which is
the solution of the reaction-diffusion system with activator-depleted reaction kinetics (2.15).
The evolution of the unit sphere is governed by the following time-dependent projection
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(a) t=0 (b) t=0.5 (c) t=1

(d) t=5 (e) t=10 (f) t=12

(g) t=15 (h) t=17 (i) t=20

Figure 9: Numerical example 6: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) on an anisotropic
growth of the dumbbell, these correspond to the u1 chemical concentration at specific time levels. (Color
version online).

operator
P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), (4.2)

where
T (x1,x2,x3,t)=(ρ(t)h(x,t)x1,ρ(t)h(x,t)x2,ρ(t)h(x,t)x3),

with
ρ(t)=1+gr t and h(x,t)=1+rhu1(x,t).

The solutions of the reaction-diffusion system with activator-depleted reaction kinetics
(2.15) on an evolving surface whose growth is determined by the (4.2) is approximated
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(a) t=0 (b) t=1

(c) t=2 (d) t=5

(e) t=8 (f) t=10

Figure 10: Numerical example 7: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) in which the surface
evolution is determined by the chemical concentration as given in (4.2). These correspond to the u1 chemical
concentration at the specified time levels. (Color version online).

by the projected finite element method (3.11). The parameters are set as gr = 0.01, rh =
0.1, d= 10 and γ= 200. The approximate solutions are presented in Fig. 10. Again, we
observe the continuous evolution of spot patterns during surface evolution.
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Numerical example 8: Effect of surface evolution on pattern formation

In this example, we compare the patterns formed when an sphere evolves into two dif-
ferent geometrical surfaces. In both simulations, we approximate the solutions of the
reaction-diffusion system with activator-depleted reaction kinetics (2.15) on an evolving
unit sphere using projected finite element method. In the first simulation, the unit sphere
is evolving into a heart-shaped surface, and in the second simulation the unit sphere is
evolving to a dumbbell.

The evolution of the unit sphere to heart-shape surface is given by the following time
dependent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x1,x2,x3,t)=(x1+grtx2
3,x2,x3). (4.3)

The growth rate is chosen to be gr =0.05. The final time is Tm=20, thus the surface at the
final time, S(Tm), can be represented by the equation (x1−x2

3)
2+x2

2+x2
3=1.

The evolution law of the unit sphere to dumbbell is given by the following time de-
pendent projection operator

P(x,t)=(T ◦PR)(x,t), where T (x1,x2,x3,t)=(x1,d(x1)x2,d(x1)x3), (4.4)

with d(x1)=
√

1−grt(1−x1)2. The growth rate is chosen to be same, hence gr=0.05. Note
that only at the final time Tm =20, d(x1)=0 when x1=0.

In both simulations parameters are set as d=10 and γ=29. The approximate solutions
are presented in Figs. 11 and 12. It is clear that pattern evolution is dependent on the
geometrical evolution of the surface, we observe different patterns forming during the
evolution of the heart-shaped surface versus the formation of the dumbbell. Spots form
on the heart-shaped surface while stripes form on the dumbbell. We have taken the same
model and numerical parameter values.

5 Conclusion, discussion and future directions

Recent advances in experimental sciences and the rapid exponential increase in compu-
tational power necessitate the development of new highly efficient, robust and applicable
numerical methods for solving highly nonlinear partial differential models on evolving
surfaces and manifolds [1, 13, 24, 39]. In this paper, we have developed a new finite el-
ement method, inspired by the radially projected operators, that allows us to solve effi-
ciently and robustly a system of reaction-diffusion equations posed on evolving closed
spheroidal surfaces. The projected finite element method on evolving surfaces and mani-
folds is constructed by composing a time-dependent projection operator with a Lipschitz
continuous mapping. The surface evolution law is prescribed explicitly through the pro-
jection operator. Examples of surface evolution laws includes linear uniform isotropic
(e.g. linear, exponential, logistic), anisotropic and concentration-driven. The latter is par-
ticular relevant in cellular biology where experimental evidences show that cell-surface
membrane evolution is driven by chemical concentrations resident on the cell surface [5].
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(a) t=0 (b) t=6

(c) t=12 (d) t=15

(e) t=18 (f) t=20

Figure 11: Numerical example 8: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) in which the unit
sphere is evolving into a heart-shaped surface as given in (4.3). These correspond to the u1 chemical concen-
tration at the specified time levels. (Color version online).

Our results seem to suggest that surface geometry plays an important role in pattern
formation, and that further analytical studies are required to study the effects of cur-
vature on pattern formation during growth development. Under such studies, it will
be revealing to compare pattern formation on static surfaces to that obtained on closed
evolving surfaces. Comparisons of this nature have been undertaken in earlier studies
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(a) t=0 (b) t=6

(c) t=12 (d) t=15

(e) t=18 (f) t=20

Figure 12: Numerical example 8: Patterns arising from the reaction-diffusion system (2.15) in which the unit
sphere is evolving into a dumbbell as given in (4.4). These correspond to the u1 chemical concentration at the
specified time levels. (Color version online).

for pattern formation on growing planar domains [29]. By taking a fixed set of model
parameter values and varying only the surfaces, we observe the emergence of different
patterns and these seem to be driven by both surface geometry and evolution. Different
surface evolution laws give rise to different patterns ranging from spots to stripes and a
combination of these through circular patterns. Furthermore, surface growth is shown to
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give rise to the continuous formation of patterns while surface contraction gives rise to
pattern annihilation. These results confirm theoretical and computational results for the
case of 2-dimensional contracting and expanding domains (see [21] for further details).
We also observe different patterns when surfaces are deformed into different geometrical
surfaces (e.g. a sphere evolving into an ellipsoidal or dumbbell surface).

By introducing surface evolution a non-standard Turing model with activator-activator
kinetics is shown to generate patterns only in the presence of surface evolution. Such a
model is not capable of giving rise to patterning if the surface is taken stationary since
the model violates the necessary conditions for diffusion-driven instability on stationary
surfaces [27]. However, by introducing domain growth, an evolving Turing parameter
space (i.e. the Turing diffusion-driven instability parameter space is time-dependent [27,
28]) emerges from which patterning can arise only due to surface evolution. Our results
confirm theoretical predictions published on evolving domains (see [27] for details).

Although our studies have been restricted to closed evolving spheroidal surfaces,
the methodology can be easily extended to open evolving spheroidal surfaces. Here,
one could simply assume either homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (to reflect
pattern self-organisation) or homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Other types of
boundary conditions such as Robin-type could be studied at the expense of integrating
along the boundary of the given open surface. However, it must be noted that defining
mappings and projections for such surfaces is a formidable challenge.

Our numerical framework allows us to tackle new experimentally driven models
where we will couple surface reaction-diffusion systems to reaction-diffusion type mod-
els in the bulk of the surface with applications to cell motility. In cellular biology, cell
movement and deformation is observed to be driven by proteins (e.g. actin, myosin,
melanin) resident on the cell surface as well as by the dynamics resulting from interac-
tions between cell-surface resident proteins and those residing in the cell interior. Fur-
thermore, coupling the reaction-diffusion models to visco-elastic type models in the bulk
of the cell will provide biologists with integrative computational frameworks useful to
study interactions such as ligand-receptor reactions.
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